
AUTOMATICALLY GET THE 
REFUNDS YOU DESERVE 
FROM YOUR CARRIERS!

AutoAuditTM is fully automated. 
Once set up, AutoAuditTM    reviews all carrier bills for 

non-performance and other errors. AutoAuditTM    

software automatically files the proper claims 

with each carrier to get any valid refunds, 

eliminating manual efforts to audit 

and file claims.

Get started at 

minisoft.com/autoaudit

Yes, ANY shipping solution, including yours.

AutoAuditTM IS FREE TO TRY AND FREE 
TO USE AND WORKS WITH ANY 
MULTI-CARRIER SHIPPING SOLUTION.

Everybody makes mistakes, including shipping carriers. 

Whether it’s overcharges, errors or late deliveries, your 

company may be entitled to refunds and carrier credits. 

Here’s the catch: if you want your money back, you have 

to find these mistakes and let the carriers know. 



In four quick steps, you’ll have your parcel analysis.
1.  Go to the AutoAuditTM saving analysis tool.
2.  Download your UPS®, FedEx® and DHL® invoices.
3.  Upload your carrier invoices into the AutoAuditTM analysis tool.
4.  Receive the final report that showcases refunds that are being missed.

Call sales at 800.682.0200 
or get started at minisoft.com/autoaudit

Analysis and recovery. Overcharges billed to your shipping 
accounts are identified and audited to showcase the 
potential savings.

Lost and damaged shipments. Ship/FX® AutoAuditTM looks 
at every shipment to determine where lost and damaged 
refunds were missed.

Carrier agreement optimization. Ship/FX® AutoAuditTM 
examines valuable data, carrier invoices and shipping 
industry proficiency to determine the areas where you 
could realize more favorable rates.

Intuitive reporting. See real-time graphical snapshots of 
your shipping execution, providing visibility into where 
dollars are spent.

AutoAuditTM   includes feature rich reporting and analytical 
capabilities that will provide you with real-time graphical snapshots of 
your shipping execution. Use AutoAuditTM reporting to reveal such things 
as service failures, invalid dimensional weights and invalid residential 
surcharges. Use these reports in your next negotiation with your carriers.

POWERFUL, 
FEATURE RICH 
REPORTING TOOL — FREE!

The full report is yours to keep with no strings attached.
Ship/FX® AutoAuditTM is free to try and free to use – our fees are contingent 
on recovered funds. Sign up in a few minutes and we’ll start 
recovering your money!

     Visit minisoft.com/autoaudit to sign up!

SO...What Are You Waiting For?

LTL/FTL

Sign up now for your FREE parcel 
analysis, which includes:


